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The conflict between NCLB and best practices of educators and best practices for our nation
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In this presentation qualitative and survey research will be used to inquire about the conflict between our views of what teachers and schooling ought to be like, and the reality of teaching and learning in many contemporary schools. In particular, the narrowing of the curriculum will be documented and the loss of the arts, humanities, and other subjects noted. This restriction in curriculum is happening despite the fact that the outcomes desired of American public schooling by both America's parents and the nations' founding fathers are much broader than those legislated in NCLB. The nature of affordable assessment items and their relation to thoughtfulness by students is also discussed. The ways that the counseling and supportive roles of teachers are lost as a function of a test dominated culture is also noted. Finally, through case studies, it is seen that the economic future of the nation may be imperiled by current school practices. What started out as a plan to make the United States more competitive and to reduce the gap in knowledge between wealthier and poorer children may have exactly the opposite consequences—even if test scores improve.
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